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1st Hour Classes 

Ballet: Students will learn how dancing can be used as a 
worship expression and will learn a short ballet dance to be 
performed at the family worship night. Comfy clothes and 
ballet shoes or socks are recommended.  

We Got the Beat: Come have some fun drumming as we 
worship the God who has put the beat in us! Kids will get to 
make their own drum the first day then use it throughout the 
week in various drumming activities and songs!  

All About Prayer: Prayer is an ongoing conversation with God. 
In this class, we will use beads and other materials to create 
prayer projects and reminders.  

Banners of Beauty: We will learn about color in the Bible and 
the spiritual significance of certain colors. Older kids will dye 
their flags and younger kids will choose their color (I will dye 
them overnight). The younger kids will decorate their dyed 
flags. We will learn simple movements to worship with our 
flags. 

Flower Power: In this class, we will talk about how God created 
flowers all over the world. We will look at pictures of different 
flowers from all over the world. We will talk about how flowers 
grow from the seeds into beautiful plants that God created! 
We will also have individual flower pots and each student will 
get to plant a flower to take home.  

What a Mess...Or is it? : We'll explore God as the author of our 
stories through a (messy) collaborative mural. Come ready to 
throw darts at paint balloons and enjoy other unusual 
mediums. 

Creative Cooking: Get creative in the kitchen. Each day 
campers will make and eat an exciting creation all their own! 
Class is not gluten or allergen-free. 

Super Awesome Friendship Bracelets: Kids will get crafty 
making colorful bracelets with their name!! Students will look 
into their name meaning and other character traits that are 
important to them and then use their bracelets to display who 
they are. Bracelets will remain with students to remind them 
of the uniqueness of who they were created to be.  

Shrinky Dink Your Story in Pictures: Create a book about 
yourself using shrinky dinks.  

Origami Fun for Beginners: Come learn the ancient art of 
Origami Paper Folding as we transform simple paper into 
amazing 3-D Creations. We'll make simple origami models and 
fun toys that really work that can also help us share the 
gospel and tell our stories! **For any experience level**   

2nd Hour Classes 

Jazz: Students will learn how to express their worship 
through dance, and will learn a short jazz dance to be 
performed at the family worship night. Comfy clothes and 
socks are recommended.  

Flower Power: In this class, we will talk about how God 
created flowers all over the world. We will look at pictures 
of different flowers from all over the world. We will talk 
about how flowers grow from the seeds into beautiful 
plants that God created! We will also have individual flower 
pots and each student will get to plant a flower to take 
home. 

All About Prayer: Prayer is an ongoing conversation with 
God. In this class, we will use beads and other materials to 
create prayer projects and reminders.  

Science Experiments: Explore the hidden treasures of God's 
creation through fun science experiments.  

Young Chef’s Academy: Children are fed spiritually as 
Scriptures are brought to life in the kitchen where they 
learn the basics of baking and cooking. Completing their 
kitchen tasks builds their souls through their sense of 
accomplishment. This class is not gluten or allergen free  

The Light Shining in the Darkness: In this class students 
will focus on how Jesus is the light of the world through 
various candle making and decorating activities.   

Paint Pouring Art: We will explore the world of art through 
color mixing and pouring paint over canvas and other 
items. Giving praise that God has created a diverse color 
palette in the world around us. * It is messy and children 
should wear clothing that can get paint stains  

Sing and Perform in Spanish: Sing and perform in Spanish. 
Learn how to worship God in a different language with 
voice and your whole body!  

Hip Hop Praise: Learn a simple Hip Hop dance as we 
express our praise to God. This class will perform on Friday 
night.  

Origami Fun Advanced: Come learn the ancient art of 
Origami Paper Folding as we transform simple paper into 
amazing 3-D Creations. We'll make complex origami 
models and fun toys that really work that can also help us 
share the gospel and tell our stories! **No experience 
necessary, but should be able to easily crease a piece of 
paper in exact halves and follow multi-step instructions.** 
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1st Hour Classes 

Cake Decorating Fun: Students will learn to decorate cakes and cupcakes 
using various types of tips and techniques and will make icing roses. This 
class is not gluten or allergen-free.  

Fireside Chef: Learn to cook in the great outdoors over an open fire in 
“fireside chef”! During this class, we will make and maintain a fire, while 
creating delicious treats. This class is not gluten or allergen-free.  

Acting Up! Theater Performance: Students will learn to use their 
imaginations, voices, and bodies as actors to tell a story while developing 
the skills they need for worshiping God through theater. *Students will 
have lines to memorize and will perform at Friday night's showcase, so 
please make sure you and your student can attend that night before 
signing up. **This is a longer class and will last during both 1st and 2nd 
Hour.**  

Young Chef’s Academy: Children are fed spiritually as Scriptures are 
brought to life in the kitchen where they learn the basics of baking and 
cooking. Completing their kitchen tasks builds their souls through their 
sense of accomplishment. This class is not gluten or allergen free  

A Yarn of Fun: In this class, students will have fun with yarn by learning 
how to crochet and keep idle hands busy.  

The Light Shining in the Darkness: In this class students will focus on how 
Jesus is the light of the world through various candle making and 
decorating activities.   

Paint Pouring Art: We will explore the world of art through color mixing 
and pouring paint over canvas and other items. Giving praise that God has 
created a diverse color palette in the world around us. * It is messy and 
children should wear clothing that can get paint stains  

Band Camp: By bringing together a collection of relatively easy to play 
and inexpensive instruments like ukuleles, recorders, xylophones, and 
various percussion instruments, and singers, we will create an offering of 
praise to the Lord, where everyone feels included, no one feels left out, 
and everyone has a place.  

Science Experiments: Explore the hidden treasures of God's creation 
through fun science experiments.  

Computer Assembly: In this class, we will spend a couple of days taking 
apart and rebuilding computers and if there is time on the final day we 
will play a simple programming/logic game.  

Sing and Perform in Spanish: Sing and perform in Spanish. Learn how to 
worship God in a different language with voice and your whole body!  

Hip Hop Praise: Learn a simple Hip Hop dance as we express our praise to 
God. This class will perform on Friday night.  

Carpenter Shop: Learn the same trade that Jesus learned from his earthly 
father. Students will have the opportunity to build a project using pre-cut 
lumber  

Origami Fun for Beginners: Come learn the ancient art of Origami Paper 
Folding as we transform simple paper into amazing 3-D Creations. We'll 
make simple origami models and fun toys that really work that can also 
help us share the gospel and tell our stories! *For any experience level* 

 

 

 

2nd  Hour Classes 

Cake Decorating Fun: Students will learn to decorate cakes and 
cupcakes using various types of tips and techniques and will make icing 
roses. This class is not gluten or allergen-free.  

We Got the Beat: Come have some fun drumming as we worship the God 
who has put the beat in us! Kids will get to make their own drum the first 
day then use it throughout the week in various drumming activities and 
songs!  

Acting Up! Theater Performance: Students will learn to use their 
imaginations, voices, and bodies as actors to tell a story while developing 
the skills they need for worshiping God through theater. *Students will 
have lines to memorize and will perform at Friday night's showcase, so 
please make sure you and your student can attend that night before 
signing up. **This is a longer class and will last during both 1st and 2nd 
Hour.**  

Fireside Chef: Learn to cook in the great outdoors over an open fire in 
“fireside chef”! During this class, we will make and maintain a fire, while 
creating delicious treats. This class is not gluten or allergen-free.  

A Yarn of Fun: In this class, students will have fun with yarn by learning 
how to crochet and keep idle hands busy.  

What a Mess...Or is it?: We'll explore God as the author of our stories 
through a (messy) collaborative mural. Come ready to throw darts at 
paint balloons and enjoy other unusual mediums. Campers can take 
home a piece of the mural at Family Worship Night! Dress with mess in 
mind.  

Creative Cooking: Get creative in the kitchen. Each day campers will 
make and eat an exciting creation all their own! Class is not gluten or 
allergen-free.  

Band Camp: By bringing together a collection of relatively easy to play 
and inexpensive instruments like ukuleles, recorders, xylophones, and 
various percussion instruments, and singers, we will create an offering of 
praise to the Lord, where everyone feels included, no one feels left out, 
and everyone has a place.  

Banners of Beauty: We will learn about color in the Bible and the spiritual 
significance of certain colors. Older kids will dye their flags and younger 
kids will choose their color (I will dye them overnight). The younger kids 
will decorate their dyed flags. We will learn simple movements to 
worship with our flags.  

Circuit Exploration: Learn the basics of circuit design by building fun, 
interactive, and colorful projects.  

WAC-ulele: Learn to play the ukulele and be ready to  perform on Friday  

Super Awesome Friendship Bracelets: Kids will get crafty making colorful 
bracelets with their name!! Students will look into their name meaning 
and other character traits that are important to them and then use their 
bracelets to display who they are. Bracelets will remain with students to 
remind them of the uniqueness of who they were created to be.  

Carpenter Shop: Learn the same trade that Jesus learned from his 
earthly father. Students will have the opportunity to build a project using 
pre-cut lumber  

Origami Fun Advanced: Come learn the ancient art of Origami Paper 
Folding as we transform simple paper into amazing 3-D Creations. We'll 
make complex origami models and fun toys that really work that can also 
help us share the gospel and tell our stories! *No experience necessary, 
but should be able to easily crease a piece of paper in exact halves and 
follow multi-step instructions.* 


